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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1. Student Background: Charles S. Maltrotti, C.P. M. 
This graduate project reflects the real life application of concepts and theories of 
my profession and my studies of international management at Lynn University. My 
background at the University extends back to 1987 at the former College Of Boca Raton 
where I began my undergraduate course work in business administration. In May 1992, I 
received my Bachelors of Professional studies in this area. In June 1992, I successfully 
completed the testing, experience and educational requirements necessary to receive my 
professional Certified Purchasing Managers (C.P.M.) certificate. 
Today, I have nearly 15 years of experience in the purchasing field helping to 
support the supply needs of firms such as Mitel, CASI, FPL and Sensormatic. With a 
short break in service, my Sensormatic experience extends back to early 1985. In early 
1996, my position as Corporate Manager of Strategic Procurement Programs changed and 
I was recruited into a new role as the only Sensormatic procurement professional 
involved in a new company project. I joined a staff of roughly 12 fellow full-time 
professional employees of various disciplines and 12 full-time consultants to essentially 
re-invent the entire company, worldwide to meet the rising challenges of the 21st 
century. Upon communication of my appointment, my divisional vice president 
remarked, "I heard this will be like getting an MBA from Sensormatic". I then realized 
how the assignment might lay the ground work for this graduate project. The timing has 
created the highly leveraged combination of my current studies at Lynn and my 
professional career. This combined with the rare and valuable guidance of top notch 
business process experts has present an outstanding opportunity to concurrently learn, 
practice and apply new concepts in the global business environment. 
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1.2. Subject Company Background: Sensormatic Electronics 
Sensormatic Electronics Coporation was originally formed in 1966. The early 
1970's started the company on a ten year path of strong growth largely driven by high 
demand for the company's microwave technology based systems. These were popular 
with small to large clothing and department stores like Macy's. The mid 1980's marked 
a slow-growth period with the company relying almost exclusively on traditional 
microwave technology for the domestic soft-goods market. Sensormatic's performance 
ultimately suffered as a "single product company" when the market "softened" resulting 
in a $4.3 million net operating loss in fiscal 1986. Sensormatic was much smaller in size 
with revenues of $100 million for the fiscal year. As early as 1985 however, in response 
to the deteriorating condition of the company's market posture, Sensormatic instituted a 
complete corporate overhaul beginning in the board room. New management was 
recruited to cut costs, streamline operations, establish new sales and marketing channels 
and, most importantly, develop new products and markets.' As a result, by 1987 
Sensormatic began to regain its growth momentum by introducing several new 
technologies and products that dramatically expanded their ability to enter and penetrate 
other new markets beyond soft-goods. By 1993, the company employed over 9 
technologies and various product lines which grew to represent the broadest product 
offering in the loss-prevention industry by 1995. Virtually every technology in the 
market including that of its competitors were employed by the company in its product 
offerings.' 
Fiscal 1994 (7194 - 6/95) marked an excellent year for the company with $72 
million in net income on world wide revenue of $656 million. Roughly half generated in 
offshore, global  market^.^ The beginning fiscal 1995 (7195 - 6196) marked a turning point 
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for the company with the number two person, C.F.O., C.O.O. Mike Pardue leaving the 
organization. This tremendous surprise for the business shocked shareholders, customers 
and employees including company founder Ronald Assaf. Until then, Pardue had always 
been openly acknowledged as Assafs successor. Later, pressures by the company's 
external auditors Emst & Young and the Securities and Exchange Commission caused 
fiscal 1995's revenue and earnings to be restated after much controversy arose regarding 
the timing and recognition of revenues. Accordingly, fiscal 1995 closed with revenues up 
26% to $889 million but, with net income up only 3% at $74 million over the prior year.4 
This turmoil is widely blamed for the company's stocks to fall in value on the 
New York exchange from $35.50' to $ 23.006 in just 6 months in 1995. The general 
impact of calendar 1995 left the organization looking for someone who could again, some 
day take the torch hand-off by Mr. Assaf and essentially, begin the company moving 
ahead and rebuilding its public image. The growth of the years past which were heavily 
fueled by acquisitions and new product and market growth appeared to be at a very high 
price for the business. Chairman, Ronald Assaf wrote that "the company's rapid 
growth, in tandem with significant product diversity and our continued expansion from 
integrating acquired businesses, ultimately outpaced the Company's growth in corporate 
infrastructure, resulting in some operational and judgmental errors." ' The company had 
no clear next steps in late 1995 other than the need for survival and a desire to maintain 
its leadership position in the electronic security market. Operating expenses were high, 
shareholder confidence was low and the future, beyond the already committed 1996 
Olympic Game security responsibility, was cloudy. Fiscal 1996 ultimately closed with 
revenue growth of 11% at $995 million but, a net operating loss of $98 million, down 
230% over the previous year. * 
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Mr. Assaf and the company's board of directors launched an extensive executive 
search that lasted several months in calendar 1995 and the result was a successful 
candidate with a known, proven and respected ability to lead organizations through tough 
times. Originally appointed as President in late 1995 and by mid-1996, Chief Executive 
Officer, Bob Vanourek came on board at Sensormatic to begin the process of re-inventing 
the business and to begin the steps necessary to move the organization forward into the 
21st century. 
Bob Vanourek recognized from experience that the amount amount of change 
needed at the company would require help from outside the organization. Vanourek 
contracted with the firm of Gemini  consultant^'^ to begin in late 1995 and lasting until 
March 1996, the assessment and design of a re-engineering effort for the company to 
essentially reinvent itself for growth and success. 
1.2.1. High Level Assessment: Gemini Phase l a  
The assessment phase driven by Gemini involved many factors including the 
systems, procedures, methodologies and culture of the business. Staffed by a team 
comprised of roughly one dozen dedicated Sensormatic professionals and Gemini 
consultants, the first half of phase I (Ia) involved world wide interviews, surveys and 
inputs from those internal and external to the organization. This input involved 
customers, suppliers, employees, managers and executives associated with the company. 
Charts 1.2.1.1. - 1.2.1.4 reflect some of the input results of those interviewed. 
Q' Communications 8 Mobilization 
Multiple Issues Selected Suggests People Believe An 
Integrated Broad Based Change Program Is Necessary 
Product Proliferation 64% 
Communicatlon 59% 
RewardlMeasurement Systems 59% 
&sues 
Information Mgmt. Systems 95% 
Forecasting 
Inv. Mgmt Tools 6 Practices 
Operating Effectiveness 52% 
MarkelinglProduct Intro. 
Product DistributionlLoghtics 
Effectiveness 
70% 
66% 
Customer Policies 6 Procedures 48% 
Organizational Structure 
Product Sourcing 6 Procurement 
Supplier Partnering 
Skllls and Training 
cunure 
1 43% 
39% 
1 39% 
1 36% 
1 23% 
1 I 1 
1 I I 
0 I 2dx 4 d ~  6ok sdx t-=i 100% 
v of Selec&n 
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Q' Communications 8 Mobilization 
. . . And What We Want In The Future Represents 
A Considerable Stretch 
Function oriented Overall bus. orient. 
Think short-term Think long-term 
Reactive Proactive 
Talk Do 
Problem ignoring Problem solving 
Bureaucratic Entrepreneurial 
Changing priorities Stable priorities 
Unclear acct. Clear scct. 
Rigid Flexible 
Slow to act Quick to act 
Cautious Risk taking 
- 
Bottom heavy Top heavy 
Steeped in tradition Innovative 
Isolated 
I I 
Integrated 
I I I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Extremely Somewhat Somewhat Extremely 
Today Future n =  100 
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Q' Communications 8 Mobilization 
Most Of Our Planning Time Is Spent Reacting 
- 
proactive activities 
Source: DlLO of San Antonio PCB Production Planner 2/23/96 
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What Is "Burning"? 
ues 
I This is where we overcome many of the problems in the system. I 
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Once compiled, the results of the assessment indicated that the company largely 
lacked the infrastructure necessary to operate efficiently and that the company essentially 
operated more like many independent companies with a common owner. Chart 1.2.1.5 
reflects the transactional implication of having separate systems as observed by Gemini. 
The problem or opportunity that became obvious was that the industry, manufacturing 
and logistics implications were very much synergistic in nature, that is, rooted in 
electronic security and its associated technologies and production. Further confirmation 
indicated that the company operated more or less independently with each division 
"siloed" with various walls and baricades setup around it. It appeared that departments 
and/or divisions were in their own sandbox that they rigorously protected. 
The "toss it over the wall" syndrome was also highlighted for the company. Even 
within company divisions, little design thought had been given to the up or down stream 
processes and their implications in terms of efficiency or effectiveness. The resulting 
quality or cost driving factors were not pull together into any overall process design. 
Worst yet, no enterprise wide information systems existed that could tie all the business 
units and activity together (systems, procedures, etc.) so the financial tracking and 
reporting of performance on a worldwide basis for the firm was found to be extremely 
slow, if not near impossible. No real global information system (IS) infrastructure 
existed as Chart 1.2.1.6 depicts. 
In the midst of the assessment information was a key condition relative to 
purchasing. The company failed to adequately leverage itself as the near billion dollar 
global firm it was from an overall supply management standpoint and the company's 
divisions would mostly bid business out to a large and mostly uncontrolled supply base 
independently, from each other. Total picture, global supply agreements and deep 
Q' Communications 8 Mobilization 
Non-Integrated Distribution Systems Compromise 
Customer Service 
The story. A customer in Singapore wants lreland built tags: 
- Asia Pacific warehouse faxes order to international administration in Deerfield 
- Deerfield enters orders in CIS; Boca DC sees orders 
- If inventory is not in Boca DC; Boca DC sends e-mail to lreland (multiple e-mails usually) 
- lreland ships product to Boca DC via a manual debit memo: Boca DC creates a manual purchase order 
- Boca DC received product from lreland 
- Boca DC ships to customer in Asia, Boca DC notifies Asia of shipment (via e-mail) 
1 "What is wrong with this picture?" I 
Q~ Communications 8 Mobilization 
The Fundamental Building Blocks Of Efficient Order 
Processing Are Missing 
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partnerships had not used as they should or could have creating a good purchasing value 
and contribution improvement opportunity. As a rule of thumb, buying decisions will 
account for roughly 70% of the firms total product costs. In following these broad 
gauges, when combined as a part of the total purchase activity of the company 
worldwide, nearly half of the company's total revenue will be consumed by externally 
purchased materials and services. These buying decisions were found to be largely based 
upon price alone in spot market buying type activities regardless of the implications of 
the total cost of acquisition. 
The findings of the assessment were published to the company whole in a unique 
way. A majority of the major supply chain processes were mapped on large "brown 
papers" to depict the various operating processes world-wide so all in the company could 
see, touch, feel and comment upon them. A large "Brown Paper Fair" was held in late 
February. Many of the company's world sites were involved so everyone had a chance to 
see and understand the current state of the business's processes and to comment on both 
the good and the bad elements contained. It was estimated that half of the company's 
global work force directly participated in either the assessment itself andlor had input at 
the Brown Paper Fairs. 
At the same time, a high level design for re-inventing the organization and the key 
various areas of change were beginning to take shape. The company's new President, 
was interested in a bold, truthful and holistic global approach. The assessment and brown 
papers indicated that generally, the company needed to begin to take a total supply chain 
management and customer fulfillment approach. This would get the company on the 
path towards world class operating standards (see Chart 1.2.1.7). The change effort 
however, would need to go far beyond revising policy, procedures, organization and 
systems. The company needed to somehow effect a major cultural evolution that would 
Communications 8 Mobilization 
Phase I Approach 8 Accomplishments: 
. Florida (4) 
Puerto Rico (2) 
Ireland 
France 
- Germany 
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ensure a permanent change, break the long standing silos down, empower all the 
employees of the organization, and create an environment that would be conducive to and 
nurture continuos improvement. The open assessments and the brown paper fairs were a 
great beginning for this and the desired broad concepts had a certain and recognizable tie 
to Total Quality Management (TQM) theory. The company wide knowledge of the 
assessment details combined with the acceptance, willingness and authorization of the 
company's senior management had come together." 
1.2.2. High Level Design: Gemini Phase Zb 
The first order of business for the design half of phase I (Ib) was to give the work 
effort, that is, the vision of the new Sensormatic for tomorrow a name. Something that 
could reflect the company's "To-Be" environment and new world order (culture). The 
name "43" short for "Quality To the Third Power" was ultimately selected to depict 
quality for the three stake holders of the business; customer, employee and, shareholder 
as shown in Chart 1.2.2.1. The initial 4 3  design approach that was put together by the 
same team who worked the assessment piece reflected 5 phases of work lasting well into 
1998. The design did not detail specific solutions or processes. It did reflect however, 
the various integrated phases of work and timing needed to journey down the path of 
change and toward a culture of continuous improvement (see Chart 1.2.2.2.). Placed 
solidly in the design requirements by President Vanourek was a "pay-as-you-go" type 
effort. Sensormatic would float the money to begin the actual change prscess however, 
the program must begin earning early rewards to fund future progress and the needed 
resources. In other words, the effort on the front-end must have a focus on "low hanging 
fruit" where opportunities that are quick, easy and save money must be effected, 
confirmed and reported. Charts 1.2.2.3. & 1.2.2.4. reflect this focus on business returns 
Q' Communications 8 Mobilization 
Q3 is Targeted to Our 3 Constituencies 
Customers 
Employees 
Shareholders 
Communications 8 Mobilization 
Understanding ALL Our Customers' Needs is Crucial 
I Supporting Functions: Finance, HR, Legal, Information Systems 
Q3 will address the entire Supply Chain -- all Business Units, 
all functions and all geographic areas 
1 
5114196 Q 12 47 PM T a n  nal Maaunp 4t4m (Comnunicrmst 
Q' Communications & Mobilization 
The Phase I Joint Approach Leveraged The Existing Taskforce 
Directives And New Business Strategy Initiatives 
Put the "Hammer 
Down" to force 
~mmed~ate actlon 
Linkages with Key Sensormatic 
Business Priorities (=? Inventory Management 
Logistics Task Force lnitlative 
Analysis 
and Supply Chain Project Implementation 
Design Phase ll 
Phase l 
Jan '96 Feb 
Mar I lipr ~ u g  ~ e p  I 0ct Nov Dec 3Q May 4 0 Jun I Jul 1Q 2Q A 
reengineered Supply Chain, for 
sustained inventory control and 
I Both Phase I and I1 have a Bias for Action to bring bottom-line benefits to Sensormatic. I 
Sn4/%@ 12 47 PM T w n  Kall Mcallnp 4H188 (Comm~n~almn.iJ 
Q' Communications 8 Mobilization 
"Early Wins" are Providing Immediate Benefit to Sensormatic 
Travel Awards (frequent flier miles from shipments) 
Computer Redeployment 
Insurance Plan Administrator ~iyiw 
"Early Wins" are Intended to Generate Benefit in 
Advance of Process Re-engineering for a Function 
- 
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on the front end. As a result, and in the final design, the main work focus areas of 
Sensormatic's new 4 3  initiatives were defined as follows; 
Philsr; Scope of Work To Be Started (Work Streams) Urt-uD k l ~ g  . . 
Phase I Company Wide Assessment and Design 11/95 - 3/96 
Phase I1 Early Wins 3/96 - 12/96 
Purchasing Effectiveness 
Inventory & Logistics 
Forecasting & Master Scheduling 
Information Systems 
Communications 
Executive Team Alignment 
Phase 111 Human Resource Processes 
Management Skill Development 
Plant Planning & Scheduling 
Field Customer Returns Controls 
World Wide Inventory Netting 
Customer/Market Needs Definition 
Product Life Cycle Planning 
Engineeringmesign Process Management 
Inventory LotBatchISerial Control 
Purchased Material Standards 
Global Standardized Operating Practices 
Operating Performance Controls 
Phase IV Distribution Network Rationalization 7/97 - 12/97 
Plant Cost Accounting Standards 
Marketing/Sales/Distribution Channel Assessment 
Customer Service/Order Entry 
Customer Engineering Field Operations 
Plant Engineering Rationalization 
Organization structure Assessment & Redesign 
Manufacturing Strategy 
Compensation & Rewards 
Phase V Corporate Financial Systems 
Sales Force Effectiveness 
Marketing Effectiveness 
Plant Capabilities 
Manufacturing Rationalization 
Manufacturing Effectiveness 
Field Service Rationalization 
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Some common underlying work and benefits from all phases was also identified 
as shown in Charts 1.2.2.5. & 1.2.2.6. In each phase, the areas of work focused upon 
were called "work streams." A team of roughly one dozen full time consultants and one 
dozen full time Sensormatic employees were formed and dedicated in March, 1996. 
Included was a project leader from Gemini to oversee and coordinate the activities of the 
phase. The team was kicked-off with discussions by key senior executives and President, 
Bob Vanourek. The Sensormatic professionals who were brought into the initiative were 
also given training updates in key areas such as meeting effectiveness, group decision 
making, problem solving and team building, managing change, roles and responsibility 
determination process (RACI), "Day In The Life Of"......Assessment (DILO's) along with 
other tools that would be useful in the project. President Vanourek also created an 
executive steering group (ESG) composed of roughly ten direct reporting key senior level 
executives from around the globe to act as the sounding board and council for the overall 
work effort and 43 initiative as a whole. Each work stream was appointed a specific ESG 
member to tackle any barriers and to help represent the stream and its efforts to the ESG 
as reflected in Chart 1.2.2.7. The purchasing effectiveness stream executive appointed 
was a prominent group vice president, Terry Price who had ultimate responsibility for 
several of the company's independently operating business units. 
- I .  
i+ 
Q' Communications 8 Mobilization 
Q3 - Underlying Work in All Phases 
Phase V 
IV 
Executive and Operating Performance 
Controls 
Clarified Roles & Responsibilities 
Process Skills Education 
Continuous lmprovement Skills 
Development 
Business Case Tracking 
Organization Continuous Improvement 
Measures 
Global Standardized Operating 
Practices 
Q' Communications 8 Mobilization 
Benefits Fall Into Different Cateaories 
Quantified 
Non-Quantified 
Tangible 
I 
Revenue Enhancement 
Try-Buy conversions 
Sowice contracts payment enforcements 
New Product time to market 
Cost Reduction 
Procurement/Material costs 
lnventory Carrying costs 
Forecasting accuracy 
Cash Flow- Working Capital 
Inventory Reductions I 
Revenue Enhancement 
Improved N R  collections from Order 
Fulfillment and Installation 
Income Tax deductions from Inventory wloffs 
Time to Market Revenue opportunity 
Cost Reduction 
Productivity Improvements 
Intangible 
Customer satisfaction 
Employee morale 
Cultural change 
Teamwork 
Shareholders 
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Q' Communications & Mobilization 
Q3 Executive Steering Group 
STREAM Ll 
Executive Alignment 
ESG MEMBERSHIP 
Bob Vanourek 
CommunicationslMobilization Bob Vanourek 
Project Implementation Management Garrett Pierce Jack Daut 
Master SchedulinglForecasting Brad Kane Jack Daut 
Inventory Management Gerd Witter Carlos Robert 
Procurement Terry Price Jack Daut, 
Bob Ritchey 
Early Wins Garrett Pierce Jerry Kendall 
Information Management Olin Giles Dennis Torrell 
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1.2.3 Re-Inventing The Company: Phase 11, Q3 Launch 
The intent behind the phase I1 effort was to begin building the necessary comer 
stones of the business that would enable an increasingly wider scope of organizational 
coverage and complex interdependent systems to develop as the streams moved forward. 
Workstream integration opportunities and potential conflicts were recognized as a critical 
importance to the overall progress. For example, key areas like inventory logistics, 
purchasing and MIS were obviously dependent to some degree on one another. 
Therefore, coordination among resulting design plans and accross stream 
communications became critical in importance. The "Joint Team" of Gemini consultants, 
project manager and the Sensormatic professionals formed to undertake this task elected 
to have integration meetings once a week. These were to review the groups weekly 
activities, discuss any barriers to progress and to identify assumptions and design 
interdependencies that would affect the work flow of the individual streams. Chart 
1.2.3.1. reflects the overall organizational view of the 43 phase I1 project. 
Communications 8 Mobilization 
The Q3 Project Structure 
Executive Steering 
Group 
Executive 
I Executive Team Alignment I Master Scheduling and Forecastlng Worldwide Inventory Management Procurement Effectiveness and Supplier Partnerlng 
Project Implementation lnformatlon Management 
ManagemantiWeasures Alignment Action Plan 
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1.3. Q3 Procurement Stream Launch: The Mission & Team 
As a full time member of the Purchasing Effectiveness Work Stream launched in 
the very beginning of phase 11, I was a part of a three member team. Mr. Gary Wisgo, a 
fellow full time Sensormatic employee was recruited to the team from the company's 
advanced engineering management group and Philip Stang, C.P.M., C.P.I.M., joined us 
as our guiding full time Gemini consultant. As a recognized author and expert on supply 
chain management, Phil provided us the assurance and validation needed to confidently 
step through our work effort as matters progressed. 
In simple terms, our team mission as defined for us by the ESG and President 
Vanourek was to improve purchasing operations and effectiveness by using the most 
state-of-the-art, best-in-class, cutting edge approaches and methodologies available. The 
design would have to bring our company's purchasing systems into the 21st century. 
This was to be accomplished while also supporting the necessary "early wins" programs 
to fuel funding such as reducing global inventories by roughly 25% or $50 million, net of 
reserves before the fiscal year ending June 30, 1996. 
With the essential tools in hand, we began our transformation journey. We felt we 
had the key resources of us three clearly dedicated and empowered to accomplish the task 
at hand. This confidence combined with the support of the company's president, the 
entire ESG and our own dedicated executive ESG supporter helped us realize that the 
company was clearly committed to making this initiative and us as a stream successfil. 
We had the responsibility and, most importantly the authority and accountability for 
getting the task accomplished. Professionally, the opportunity presented was one that 
few in the purchasing field see and I was proud to be recognized as a contributor to the 
overall initiative. 
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1.3.1. Project Problem Statement & Description 
We recognized that the problem or question at hand was not some pre-cooked 
arrangement that could simply be implemented. The solution would involve heavy 
cultural change and would clearly need to be very dynamic in nature. So, at issue 
specifically was the question: in mid 1996, what A- best-in-class world standards for 
purchasing in global organizations like Sensormatic? Could a contemporary text book 
answer fit close enough? What ever the answer to these were, the path to take 
Sensormatic was an unknown. How could we effectively lead this multinational 
corporation with traditional, fragmented and uncoordinated world wide purchasing 
groups toward world class harmony and effectiveness with minimal destructiveness? In 
simpler terms and considering Sensormatic's particular case, how could we move the 
business away from an uncoordinated, multidomestic and multinational sourcing 
approach and globalize purchasing as a company strategy? 
Although our consultant had taken similar challenges prior to Sensormatic, all are 
accomplished using varying solutions and approaches based upon the organization's 
situation and desire. For the Procurement Stream, our long term objectives were 
explained to us as Chart 1.3.1 . l .  depicts along with instructions to shoot for the best and 
move quickly. For our team, it clearly became a question of what is the b right answer 
for Sensormatic in this respect? In addition, how can we accomplish the task when many 
of the needed support areas and infrastructure that purchasing typically interfaces with 
and rely upon are either in an equal state of disarray or undergoing a similar massive 
undertaking at the same time? As a team we pushed ahead under the guidance of our 
consultants and the pressures from our stream executive to meet the challenge head on 
and, quickly! 
Q' Communications 8 Mobilization 
Procurement Effectiveness And Supplier Partnering 
- -- 
Improved Procurement operating effectiveness 
Increased total percentage and volume of material purchased within 
Sensormatic discount agreements andlor direct control of corporate 
purchasing 
Move from focus on unit cost to Supplier PartneringlContinuous 
lmprovementrrotal Acquisition Cost 
Start work on revised methods for setting purchased material standard 
costs 
Procurement performance measures to support decision-making and 
ensure compliance withlresults from agreements 
k 
0 
Improved utilization of company purchasing expertise 
- 
C 
5 Reduced purchased material cost 
3 
The "To-Be" Process for supplier partneringlcertification based upon the 
cornerstones of quality, delivery anel lowest total cost 
0 
B 5/14/03 @ 12.47 PM T a n  Hall Meellng aam (Communiotha) 
0 1 
L r? 
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We knew we certainly had the right basic ingredients for being successful (i.e. 
support, expertise, etc.) but, honestly, it also seemed at least initially, a near impossible 
undertaking. We had no special incentives promised other than the looming fact that no 
job guarantees existed beyond the work scope of phase I1 including the possibility of 
returning to our previous job assignments. The stream timing guidelines given to us 
reflected the requirement of "significant pilot of the new purchasing processes" before the 
year end holidays. The rest of this paper describes how we went about accomplishing the 
assigned task, where the work effort is today, and what the future might hold as a result 
of the undertaking. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1. High Level Project Plan & Approach 
Considering our collective backgrounds, experience and given inputs, from a very 
high level perspective we agreed early on that certain elements and principles would be 
necessary to accomplish the amount of change needed in the organization and to have a 
meaningful and lasting effect. Briefly these are; 
Define a generic charter and identify fundamental milestones and timing. Refine 
as needed going forward 
Work should be participative in nature and far reaching into the organization 
whole. 
Learn exactly where the company is today and what presently exists. Then learn 
what the wildest possibilities are to the answer. Lastly, determine what would be 
best for Sensormatic between the two to reach our improvement goals. 
Do not start with a clean sheet of paper. Look internally and externally for 
information relative to "Best Practices" and "Best-In-Class" standards. 
The general thinking and consensus around these principles were as follows. 
2.1.1. The Charter 
We developed a charter that would allow us and others to identify what we 
wanted to accomplish, in what time frame we aimed to accomplish them and, what 
milestones would indicate our progress. 
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2.1.2. Participative Work Effort 
We chose to not "hide" the work effort and activities to prevent "spring-it-on" the 
organization and others (i.e. suppliers, etc.) later down the road. We wanted to have a 
very visible, participative type development activity. One way we could accomplish this 
would be to pull representatives together from as many of the world-wide purchasing 
groups and support functions (i.e. engineering, quality, etc.) into "Natural Work Teams" 
(NWT's) to tackle specific tasks or issues needing work. This would introduce previously 
isolated areas to the rest of the organization. The subsequent interaction would allow each 
to begin to build common ground, have input and involvement in the change process and 
subsequent work initiative. This would allow us to achieve the necessary "buy-in" and to 
effect change with minimal resistance. In support of this participative style, we decided 
that everyone on the NWT's would also be trained in group process and dynamics, 
problem solving, change management and other useful tools to bring members up to 
speed as quickly as possible. 
2.1.3. Work Step Logic 
Another approach we decided to employ was that we wanted to logically approach 
defining what it is we wanted to achieve. We decided it would be good to first identify 
where the company is today using some more precise measurements than the phase I 
might have captured and to validate the existing environment (defining the "As-Is" state). 
The second logical step would be to determine where could the company be in terms of 
purchasing systems IF THERE WAS NO LIMITATIONS what so ever placed upon us 
(defining the "Could Be" environment). Lastly, determine what would be practical and 
"do-able" at Sensormatic based upon the environment and its restrictions, timing and 
available resources (defining the "To Be" environment). 
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2.1.4. Best Practices Resources 
There are many respected organizations that have grown into the global arena just 
as Sensormatic had. The learning experience of them evolving and adapting their 
purchasing systems would be greatly beneficial to our challenge. Rather than re-invent 
the wheel, a survey of the existing best practices would provide a basis for which we 
could pick and chose to configure an effective purchasing approach at Sensormatic. 
2.2. Creating The Procurement Stream Charter 
As a team we started with the elementary but necessary first step which was to 
define a clear mission statement and charter for the purchasing stream. We also began to 
build a relatively generic time line that allowed us to break the progress into pieces and 
gauge our standings through the phase using a few key milestones and dates. Charts 
2.2.0.1 - 2.2.0.3 reflect our high level charter and time lines. 
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Chart 2.2.0.1 
Procurement 1 
Cora Team: Functional Geographic 
Executive Sponsor: C. Maltrotti Representation Representation 
Terry Price G. Wsgo TBD North America 
P. Stang Puerto Rico 
Europe 
No focused effort toward the development and application of a method (program) to select, evaluate, develop and 
award mpany-wide suppliers 
An applied vogram. in supqortof company-wide supplier strategies is necessary to optimize alliance and leverage 
value 
. Formal supplier partnerships are an essential e W n t  to effect improvement in the supplier base value including 
distribution performance 
Generally, subsidiary purchasing activilies are not a, integral part of site and company-wide purchases 
I Company-wide (global, including subsidiades) I 
To improve overall supplier base effectiveness and value (cost, distribution, service) 1 : TD &*fish company-w~de supplier alliance and leveraging programs 
. Ta penmllteoptimization of the procurement p r e s s  and its company-wide (organizational) contribution and value 
. To efferd subsidiary purchasing operations toward a Sensormatic global supply base management process(es) 
lM workstream 
Forecasting workstream/ Master Scheduling wkstream 
Inventory management workstream 
'Early wins'laccelerated benefits workstream 
Milestones: 
Set charter 
Kick-off N W  
. Identify 'As-Is' disconnects and opportunities 
. Obtain Best Prmices & Bench rd  information 
. Present recommended full prcqram 'To-Be" process(es) for ESG approvd 
Set charter 
. Identify and quantify accelerated Benefits opportunities 
Identify key stakeholders and potential N W  members 
Kick-off NW(s) 
internal Best Practices review 
- US/Pusr(o Riw 
- Europe 
- Subsidisria, 
Validation of 'As-Is" and disconnects 
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Chart 2.2.0.2 
Kev (Cont.) 
. External Best Practices Review 
- Purchasing affed'rvensrr 
- S~pplhr  partnershipdmtifiution 
Identify subsidiary issues and concerns 
. Develop global 'To-Be' model for purchasing process(es)/effectiveness 
Develop global 'To-Be' for supplier partnershiplcertification 
Identify functional requirements for system implementation 
. Validate 'To-Be' models globally 
. Develop performance measurements 
Develop (*rSrmance measurements 
Develop rdes &responsibilities matrix 
Develop associated policies and procedures 
Piiof selected pcxchasing process(es) 
Pilot partnennglcertification process 
Develop fulVglobal implementation plans 
- Begin global implementation 
lmproved procurement operation effectiveness 
Increased total percentage and volume of material purchased with in Sensormatic discount agreements and/or direct 
control of corporate purchasing 
. Move form focus on unit cost to supplier partneringlcontinuous improvernentltotal acquisition cost 
Start work on revised methods for sening purchased material standard costs 
Procurement performance measures to support decision-making and ensure compliance withlresulh from 
agreements 
lmproved utiluation of company purchasing expertise 
. Reduced purchased material costs 
The 'To-Be process for suwlier partnershiplcertification based upon the cornentones of quality, delivery and lowest 
total cost 
Fmmsi 
Measurable improvement in purchasing effectiveness - value contribution to organization by purching operations 
Measurable improvement in supplier base performance and supplier value added at a lower total cost value 
contribution to company by suppliers 
Develop global 'To.Be' for supplier 
ldenl~ly Functlmal Rsquarements lor 
System ImplsmentaliMl 
ValvJale .To-Be. Models Gbbally 
Present Recmmended Full Program 
-To-Be' praersies) lor ESG awroval 
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2.3. Best Practice Investigation, Research & Study 
As the charter development began, we collected information and started the 
learning process around "best practices7' and "best-in-class" approaches that currently 
existed both internally at Sensormatic and externally in other global organizations. We 
needed to understand exactly what would constitute today's "state-of-the-art" and 
"cutting-edge" theories of procurement operations and effectiveness. 
Our channels of initial information research and investigation involved; 
1) Reference material found in Gemini Consulting's World Wide Experience Library, 
Morristown, New Jersey. (see example Chart 2.3.0.1) 
2) Reference material located in the National Association Of Purchasing Management's 
(NAPM) Center For Advanced Purchasing Studies, Phoenix, Arizona. 
3) Professional periodicals such as Purchasing Magazine, Logistics Management, etc. 
4) Interviews with both internal and external executives and professionals directly or 
indirectly involved in procurement or, otherwise knowledgeable in supply chain 
management. 
These sources provided extensive knowledge base and library, of which, we gained 
insights about the strategy, internal design and operations of major global organizations 
such as Baxters, Xerox, Caterpiller, Hewlett-Packard, and IBM to name just a few. As a 
result, several important learning points were gained to help us begin to envision the 
design features and possibilities. 
There is No Distinct Pattern to the Purchasing Organization 
Structure 
Models ranae from hiqhlv centralized to semi-autonomous divisions via 
conventional functional departments: 
Wal-mart: 
- Functional with centralized logistics. 
Hewlett-Packard: 
- Divisional freedom within strategies set by small corporate unit. 
Caterpillar: 
- Separate division for spares and service logistics. 
Xerox: 
- Purchasing and Logistics are independent. 
Baxters: 
- Centralized purchase contracting with sales, purchase order placement and logistics operating from 19 
regional departments. 
These companies have focused on the need to align supply chain management across the 
organization. 
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2.3.1. Best Practice I :  Purchasing Organizations 
The first main area of learning was from a very high level perspective of 
purchasing organization and operations today. We ultimately learned that there are three 
trends in approaching purchasing in organizations with separate business units. Shiela 
Finn, CPP during the NAPM 80th Annual International Purchasing Conference 
summarized the attributes of three very well in her address as: 
a) Organizations that are decentralizing purchasing within 
the strategic business units believing that these decisions 
are best handled by those closest to the action. This is 
thought to provide better customer service. 
b) A centraVdecentralized organization approach with a 
central group responsible for developing the supply 
strategies, managing the supply base, negotiating major 
contracts, re-engineering the process as required, 
developing policy and procedures, and training and 
educating users and self. The business units are then 
responsible for managing day to day activity through 
approved suppliers only. They order the goods andor 
services, expedite, receive and authorize payment. They 
also evaluate the suppliers. Anticipated results are better 
management of the supplies, improved customer service, 
simplification and standardization of the process and profit 
contribution. Some see this scenario as a compromise 
between a totally central and totally decentral organization. 
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c) Network consisting of empowered purchasing teams at 
the strategic business units. Each team reports to its own 
business and handles all the supply issues, which enables 
that business to achieve through the network team. The 
leader of the network team is a Senior Purchasing 
Executive who sits on the management committee of the 
organization, provides the vision, coordination, is the 
catalyst for change, insures collaboration across the 
business units and offers purchasing expertise and internal 
consultancy. This person conducts audits, provides 
feedback, and is ultimately accountable for the 
EFFECTIVENESS of the corporate purchasing process. 
Anticipated results are that the network creates the local 
buyer interaction, causing strategy, sets standards, sustains 
best practices, champions purchasing, and provides process 
leadership. The Strategic Business Units are responsible 
for developing and implementing purchasing strategies and 
have total ownership of the results. l 3  
Beyond these three, our studies indicated one other very important aspect which 
can be found predominantly in the purchasing and supply management approaches to 
organization today. This concept called cross-functional teaming can be used to make 
supply decisions and to develop key core competencies around strategic supply 
commodities for organizations. Specifically regarding the use of cross-functional teams 
in supply management, a 1992 Michigan State University research project of the Eli 
Broad Graduate School of Management stated that; 
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Over the next three years, 80% of U.S. based firms planned 
to emphasize the use of cross-functional teams to support 
procurement and sourcing decisions.14 
Our further research on cross-functional teams turned up an incredible amount of 
information published since the early 1990's supporting the fact that cross-functional 
supply teams were a major movement in industry. " This amount of published 
information and data also proved solid advisory type inputs on "how to" start working in 
teams of this type and some of the key critical elements for their success. 
With our knowledge and experience of the current conditions at Sensormatic in 
hand and combined with that which was gained in the A & D phase (phase Ia) some 
assessments could be made about what exists today relative to these best practices. We 
easily recognized that what presently existed at Sensormatic world-wide was a rough and 
mixed hybrid of everything by shear default when looked at as a whole system. Pieces of 
all four approaches seemed to exist in varying degrees. The chance to design and 
implement purchasing systems and organization using a holistic approach had never 
surfaced before in the company's thirty year history. Since no real rationalization existed 
in the methods that existed in the "As-Is" environment, pulling everyone together alone 
would be greatly more effective than what appeared in the organization today. 
2.3.2. Best Practice 2: Supplier Relationships 
On supplier relationships, the words "partnerships" and "alliances" were 
everywhere in our research materials and investigation results. The fifth edition of The 
Purchasing Handbook, defrnes supply chain management, in part, as "an approach that 
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focuses on a cohesive partnership." l6 The basic common idea is that it is very ineffective 
to deal your purchases to everyone on the planet or in some otherwise non-strategic way. 
The transactional cost of this combined with the lost opportunities for leveraging and 
technology exchanges are far too great. Businesses need partners as people need friends. 
Companies that move away from business as usual with an uncontrolled supply base to 
one of partnerships and allies can expect to reduce the supply base size requirements by 
more than 80%.17 The total cost of acquisition and ownership must be considered and not 
price alone. This supports the accounting practice gaining more and more popularity 
called activity based costing (ABC) which attempts to identify and quantify all cost 
aspects involved in any particular transaction. 
We also compiled significant amounts of input and literature centering on 
partnerships containing some common principles and theories. One best practice on 
partnerships is very clear about "real partnering" requiring "real relationships" that go 
beyond the written. For effective purchasing, partnerships must be formed at this depth 
to unleash and realize the potential. In a paper titled, Linking Supplier Performance to 
Purchasin~ Performance, Linda L. Stanley, Ph.D. writes that; 
Implementing partnering agreements, in and of themselves, 
does not necessarily lead to improved purchasing 
performance; but better performance can be achieved by 
focusing on those specific types of alliances that result in 
adding the most value to products in terms of lower defect 
rates, lower costs, and more reliable delivery.18 
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Susan Rile-Strauss, V.P. of purchasing at Qualcomm confirms that; 
W i l e  we do formal agreements, we have found that it's the 
spirit of the relationship, the trust that exists between the 
parties, and the enhanced two-way communication that 
seems to strengthen the partnership rather than the content 
of the written agreement.19 
Another supply relationship concept that builds on the supply partnership piece is 
integrated supply. This takes the supply partnership to higher levels where companies 
become enjoined in systems and people to the point where it's hard to tell "who-is-who" 
and "what-is-what". These can take various forms of partnership and a good simple 
example of one is an office supplier to the company. To illustrate a possible non-strategic 
integrated supply relationship, in most businesses, office supplies are only a strategic or a 
core business competency when your business itself is an office supply company. To an 
integrated supply customer, you as a supplier, have an open book relationship where 
pricing is pre-negotiated (typically on a cost plus basis) and orders come directly from the 
customer business's end users to your people. Supplies and services are subsequently 
delivered directly to the end users in close coordination. Your company's computer talks 
to their computer and exchanges accounting and payments electronically. Now, take this 
partnership scenario, and add the following; 
8 other miscellaneous items your customer's business needs (grease for the machines, 
rags, light bulbs, soap, coffee, toilet paper, etc., etc., etc.), 
deliver them in the same fashion (electronically, in a tiusting partnership 
environment, agreed to price and performance measures), 
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a include ongoing cost reduction requirements where you survey your customer's 
environment and consult them on where and how they can save additional money, 
and presto, you have a high level integrated supply system. In this new scenario, the 
customer does not have to direct any significant amount of resource away from their 
strategic core competencies. These core competencies are what they are in business to 
profit from anyway. As an integrated supplier of indirect materials, your company works 
your core competency with them thus eliminating the resource duplications that otherwise 
would have existed in the traditional supply relationship (inventory, buyers, paperwork, 
supporting systems and department, et~.) .~ '  This will naturally lower cost for the 
consuming business and allow better focus on critical core issues. 
High level supply relationships are increasingly becoming a key bridge to the 
outside market and world for virtually every organization. True partnerships can provide 
vital input that can take many different forms including less tangible but, significantly 
more critical matters such as new technologies, methods, know-how, distribution 
logistics, automated interface capabilities, etc. A sign of just how close a strategic 
integrated supply partnership can be comes from Volkswagen's newest experiment in 
Brazil making trucks. A recent article titled VW's Factory Of The Future reports an 
effort led by controversial and ex-General Motors purchasing head Jose, Ignacio Lopez, 
that the approaches employed are of "radical industrial change" proportions. The authors 
wrote; 
Seven main suppliers will make components IN VW's new 
$250 million dollar plant using their own equipment, then 
their own workers will actually fasten the components 
together into finished trucks and buses.2' 
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The article further indicates that for VW, a 12% improvement in assembly process 
time had already been achieved. Other benefits identified include a direct staffing 
reduction (only 200 of 1400 people will be VW's in the plant), inventory reductions, start- 
up capital reductions, shared and distributed business risk and, a union resistant approach. 
What was also indicated by the article is that other, impressive car makers are heading in 
the same direction such as Mercedes-Benz and that ultimately, "some variation on Lopez' 
vision likely will become the model for new car factories around the world."" 
High level partnerships combined with business to business interfaces as 
electronic data interchanges (EDI) are becoming increasingly critical in overhead control, 
flexibility and ultimately survival in the global econ~my.~' Companies need true, deep 
partnerships to benefit, leverage and hlly exploit these opportunities including high level 
interface automation. Partnerships combined with the powers of ED1 can help companies 
bring new products to market more profitably, faster and with higher quality resulting in 
increased customer satisfaction. The smaller the supply base, the more manageable it 
will be and conducive to partnering and producing desired "win-win" relationship results. 
In each key area of business spend, you can start with one partnered supplier and 
rationalize the incremental count from there as a starting point, no matter the commodity 
breakdown or type (from high technology to toilet paper).14 
2.3.3. Best Practice 3: Changing Purchasing Organizations 
In terms of fimdamentally changing what goes on in purchasing organizations, our 
own Gemini consultant Philip D. Stang, C.P.M, C.P.I.M. was also present at the NAPM 
80th Annual International Conference where four key steps to what he calls the 
Transformation Approach To Purchasing were presented. Stang reported that; 
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Continuous transformation is the new business challenge and, 
therefore, of preeminent concern for the purchasing organization of 
the future.25 
The word of key significance that Stang uses is continuous as, this attribute is certainly 
one critical to that which we must instill in our Sensormatic design and approaches 
resulting from our work effort. According to Stang, the 4R's to applying the 
transformation approach are Reframing, Restructuring, Renewal and Revitalization. The 
approach looks at the components of a purchasing transformation from a rather high 
level. Stang presented that; 
1) Reframing - revolves around the formulation of a vision where 
organization should and/or needs "to-be". 
2) Restructuring - involves the commitment of the organization to 
market-focused re-engineering and structured portfolio moves. 
3) Renewal - is centered in development of the organization's core 
competencies and enhancing the abilities of its people through the 
creation and growth of a learning organization, with primary focus 
on creativity and adaptability. 
4) Revitalization - is primarily focused upon new revenue and 
profit generation opportunities though growth in existing business 
and/or investing in new business.26 
With the initial 43 re-engineering training behind us, the charter drawn, and some 
good best practice information compiled, we were ready at last to forge ahead. We 
decided from our learning and review that the work efforts would have to involve a 
supplier partnership program as defined in the phase Ia and some configuration and use of 
cross-functional, cross-divisional teaming would be a baseline piece in our approach to 
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re-inventing procurement at Sensormatic. Our focus moved on to getting the fragmented 
purchasing resources and other support functions together as a group for the first time 
globally to begin work in these two key areas. 
2.4. Early Wins Feature: The 90 Day Global Inventory War 
As our purchasing effectiveness plans and research were being worked, we also 
had tactical responsibility for support of the company's global inventory war. As a part of 
our pay-as-you-go plan from the ESG, our team simultaneously worked to support to the 
inventory reduction efforts for the approaching June 30, 1996, fiscal year end. This 
massive undertaking involved a daily worldwide "inventory war" conference call from a 
dedicated conference room called "the war room". Most of our purchasing support 
involved the detour of purchased materials not directly related to fiscal year end or the 
outright sale or return of other excess and obsolete materials to help us move closer to the 
$50 million goal. Our team developed a key communication piece to the global supply 
base on returns (see Chart 2.4.0.1.) and a decision support template (see Chart 2.4.0.2.) 
for our worldwide sites to use in determining the proper disposition of materials. The 
exposure for the entire 43 Joint Team by the Inventory War hands-on experiences were 
notably instrumental in beginning the needed 43 cultural change at Sensormatic (see 
Chart 2.4.0.3.). This helped drive home the realization that 43 was in fact alive and real 
at Sensormatic. 
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Chart 2.4.0.1. 
3 Sensor matic 
April 4. 1996 
As reflected in our recent reorganization effoons and press releases. Sensormatic is presently 
undergoing an enormous amount of change to bener position ourselves as the World Leader in 
Electronic Security. The Future outlook for our company in the global marketplace continues to 
be very bright and we want to share these prospects with our supply pamen. At Sensormatic. 
we believe an existing strength i s  the company's ability to work closely wilh our suppliers to 
convol direct purchase costs, howsver. we have also identified a critical, short-term need to 
W e r  improve our operational flexibility uhile reducing insentory levels. To this end, m y .  
we need your help. understanding and sinccrc suppn. While our recent communications 
regarding reduction prospects for direct purchase cost remains as a priority for the approaching 
fiscal new year, we must also mo\e quickly and positively to effect overall inventories prior to 
our new fiscal year staning. July 1st. Accordingly. an immediate emphasis on inventory control. 
as a priority, is our present and. most critical thrust. As a recognized key supplier. your anention 
lo this near term step is needed and requested in the following ways; 
I )  For cunent open orders. you may be asked to extend delivery dock dates further 
into the Future. Some existing orders may require cancellation. 
2) Previously purchawd materials may need to be returned for credit. 
3 )  Concerning scheduled dock dates for orders. we ask for your smct adherence to 
our policy of all releases delivered on or, up lo 5 days before the scheduled 
delivery date. 
Our various purchasing groups w i l l  be conlacring your organization regarding specific order 
details and, we ask for your cooperation concerning thex matters and your suppon in dealing 
with the resulting impact. i f  any. I t  is impnant to undersad that these measures taken are not a 
reflection o f  our relationship as much as i t  is one o f  shon term business requirements, Thex  
measures and subsequent requests arc being instiruled across the supplier base and we ask you to 
remain focuxd on the long term outlook in which. we both have an oppmmity for a winlwin 
partnership. 
Sincerely. 
w 
Ed Bleczinski 
Director, Corporate Procurement and Traffic 
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Chart 2.4.0.2. 
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Corporate Manufacturing 
Date: April 3. 1996 
To: Ed Blithe, Kathy Chiera, Jim Forde, Mike Hartnett, Rosa Micus, 
Darko Tavcer. Keh Vclla 
From: Dave Urbad kb,] 
* 
Subject: Inventory " ~ ; m ~ l a t e "  
Attached please find the "template" prepared by the purchasing 
stream (Charlie, Phil, etc.) as promised during the 90 day inventory 
war conference call. This document is the decision support 
approach to return andlor sell raw materials and other components. 
We recognize that managing the inflows (stopping or returning) is 
only one step in the overall inventory management process, but 
extremely critical given all of the forces impacting the purchase and 
build plans. Rest assured we will keep the pressure on product 
management and the business units regarding the outflows. 
DU/dtl 
Attachment 
cc: Tom Auffrey 
Ed Bleczinski 
Jack Daut 
Charlie Maltrotti 
Eduardo Sanchez 
Phil Stang 
Michele Straka 
Glenn Wyceria 
Sensorma tic 
The World Leader in Loss Prevention 
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Chart 2.4.0.3. 
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Date: July 8,1996 
To: Members of Inventory War Team: 
Tom Auffrey, Ed Blithe, Kathy Bulson, Kathy Chiera, Ed Chretien, 
Claire Daly, Jack Daut, Jim Forde, Diego Gil, Debbie Golis, 
Mike Hartnett, Cathy Kennedy, Charlie Maltrotti, 
Rosa Micus, Greg Piper, Phil Stang, Michelle Straka, Darko Tavcer, 
Ron Tobin, Dave Urban, Ken Vella 
From: Bob Vanourek 
Subject: 
I just want to offer a short note of congratulations to all of you who participated in the 90- 
day inventory war for concluding such a successful venture. We've been talking about it 
a great deal in recent days, and I believe that you  activities really set the standard for 
how we have to operate in the future. Small groups of volunteers who "make it happen" 
by focusing on a key, short-term priority, getting visibility on the key parameters, 
working together as a team, asking for top management support. taking ownership and 
accountability, exercising creativity and initiative, and never saying that it can't be done. 
What a formula! 
To each and every one of you, I want to offer my congratulations. I'm asking that a copy 
of this memo be placed in your personnel file to formally note the extraordinary efforts 
that you accomplished during our 1996 90-day inventory war. Funhermore, I'm copying 
the executive staff member for each of you so that they can offer their congratulations 
d i o r  other endorsement of you personally. 
'Thad YOU a p t i n  fm yew earaoiilq efforts. 
cc: B i n A 3 k r  
Jack Daut 
Brad Kane 
Jerry Kendall 
Terry Price 
Gerd Witter 
Larry Smith (for their personnel files) 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 
3.1. The Procurement Company and Natural Work Team Kick-Off 
The need to involve everyone so to minimize the expected push-back for change 
is critical as mentioned earlier. By attempting to form such a cross-divisional and cross- 
functional team for the initiative, we decided it to be important to help the required mind 
set change of the group by building a new alliance as a professional purchasing group for 
the first time in contrast to the siloed divisional alliances. To this end, we created the 
name of "The Procurement Company" (TPC) to help give the group an identity to align 
with mentally and professionally. We ordered ball caps embroidered with the TPC name 
along with full page sized blank paper pads (no lines or markings) and sharp pencils with 
large erasers. A key thought was to give our new professional group a name, a blanket 
sheet of paper to represent unbridled thinking and, a sharp pencil with an eraser to work 
new thoughts and designs without the fear of reprisal or making mistakes. Armed with 
these aids, training materials, and mountains of best practice materials, a kick-off of the 
purchasing natural work teams was held in the company's Deerfield Beach Conference 
Facility on May 15, 1996. Representatives from Ireland, Puerto Rico, California, 
Maryland, Germany, Florida, New York, and Texas that involved the manufacturing 
plants, operating divisions and corporate fimctions were organized for two days of on- 
site, face-to-face meetings. Professionals from purchasing, engineering, accounting and 
others attended to make a group of roughly thirty in attendance. This was the first time 
any such event was ever attempted for any purchasing effort in company history. Dress 
code was purposely relaxed to informal business attire to help represent the cooperative 
working environment we wanted to create. The meeting opened with an impassioned 
speech by our stream executive wearing his TPC ball cap and ended with his reference to 
the blank paper and pencils. 
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As planned, the May kick-off conference resulted in two separate natural work 
team efforts (see Chart 3.1.0.1). The first was assigned the task of developing a supplier 
partnership program using both internal and external best practices as guides. We called 
the team the Supplier Partnership Natural Work team (SP-NWT). The second team was 
called Purchasing Effectiveness Natural Work Team (PE-NWT) . Both NWT's were a 
part of the newly formed "Procurement Company" icon with the three of us 43 joint team 
members as the leaders and facilitators of the efforts they would undertake. I was to 
specifically focus on supporting the Purchasing Effectiveness team while my engineering 
joint team member handled the Supplier Partnership team. Phil, our Gemini consultant 
worked to support both groups to keep us moving forward. Both NWT's met each week 
for an hour and a half. Members from remote locations outside of Florida participated 
via a conference call connection using advanced multi-microphone conference call 
telephones and a coordinating service called Conference Call USA which would pull 
together the remote locations and monitor the technical aspects like sound quality etc. 
Each NWT had roughly one dozen members with each originating from the various areas 
of the company globally to ensure representation on each NWT from each site. For 
example, Puerto Rico had a representative on the SP-NWT and another representative for 
the PE-NWT. In terms of the cross-functional representatives, generally managers were 
placed on the PE-NWT to work purchasing effectiveness from a conceptual level and 
professionals worked the SP-NWT. This split was not intended nor, was it anywhere near 
split in this regard which was favorable to the group and team dynamics. We did not 
want one team to be seen as superior to the other yet, those best suited to work the two 
areas were in the best alignment possible without losing any balance. 
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3.2. The Supplier Partnership Natural Work Team 
The SP-NWT started immediately defining a partnership process after gathering 
and reviewing best practice information from external and external sources. Gary Wisgo 
facilitated weekly meetings that were held after the initial May 15 launch in Deerfield 
with the remote locations calling in on the special Conference Call USA line. Each 
division seemed to have some level of supplier certification or partnership processes 
underway. The San Diego division had considerable amounts of documentation on a 
supplier certification program they were implementing where no incoming inspection 
would be required for "certified" suppliers. The Boca Raton and Puerto Rico locations 
had a common but, separate supplier rating system (data base driven report card system 
called Rohbe) where individual site data never came together to give common suppliers a 
single and balanced rating. This internal fact finding was important in understanding and 
validating the "as-is" state of the various areas of the business. 
As a group, the team was able to take the best of those internal practices, combine 
them with other pieces from external sources to help moved toward a meaningful "could- 
be" then "to-be" partnership program model. The challenge to accomplish this was great 
for many reasons. For example, several weeks were required to resolve the relatively 
straight forward matter of a supplier hierarchy that is, how many different levels of 
supplier types (qualified, certified, strategic, etc.) would be best for the Sensormatic 
world-wide partnership program. Initially, everyone seemed to have a differing frame of 
reference and ideals carrying tremendous "baggage from the past". With the patience and 
persistence of the facilitator, these and other challenges were successfully overcome. A 
key tool Gary used was a brown paper (see Chart 3.2.0.1 .) that the team developed to help 
the team map out the proposed partnership process and gain a common ground for 
Supplier Partnership Brown Paper 
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understanding. The Supplier Partnership brown paper reflected what later become known 
as a "Partnership Tool Box". With this, the team could more easily identify with the fact 
they were to design and build a set of tools that would be needed and used to objectively 
rationalize and manage the supplier base toward key partnerships as needed and 
warranted by the company. The result was nine key tools which were; 
1. Commodity Requirements Information Collection and Inputs 
2. Ideal Supplier Section Criteria. 
3. Supply Base Analysis Matrix 
4. Supplier Agreement Template 
5. Supplier Rating System 
6. Partnering Pilot Process 
7. Partnering Implementation Process 
8. "Evergreen" Supply Base Management Process 
9. KPI Measurement Process & Continuous Improvement 
Development, documentation and validation of the above pieces by the team took 
roughly two months to complete. This was mainly accomplished by the SP-NWT 
breaking into smaller groups (see Chart 3.2.0.2) in-between their normal weekly SP- 
NWT meeting to work each of the tool box pieces and to involve others outside the 
stream for support and expertise. The weekly meeting would act as a forum to report 
progress and coordinate the individual efforts. The process by which the tools would 
match into the cross-functional process was subsequently worked into a broader scope 
brown paper to insure integration between the two NWTfs. Meeting minutes were also 
published by each NWT to all for clear communication and Gary and I, as the NWT 
facilitators attended all meetings to watch for and answer integration questions and 
opportunities that would arise. 
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The tangible result of the SP-NWT efforts after 2 months was a 50 page supplier 
partnering booklet and a supporting supplier rating system by which feedback of 
performance could be generated globally for the first time. The less tangible was a 
tremendous amount of communication, friendships and overall company awareness and 
knowledge had been gained by the NWT members and their extended contacts. The 
Supplier Partnership Program was readied for pilot testing by midJuly. 
3.3. The Purchasing Effectiveness Natural Work Team 
The PE-NWT was chartered to develop overall purchasing effectiveness with a 
caveat that the cross-functional, cross-divisional teaming approach had a tremendous 
amount of best practice information from many respected companies indicating that the 
concept had elements that would be a likely for our design. I was the assigned facilitator 
for the team which, like the SP-NWT, we also met every week for roughly two months to 
work the assignment. Initial efforts were launched in several directions and were to be 
worked by the team simultaneously making for a very busy but, productive group. 
The first focus targeted the cross-functional, cross-divisional team approach for 
managing our spend by various commodity types. To get a solid understanding the 
concept into everyone's mind, we distributed and reviewed all the external best practice 
information compiled to date. This included heavy input from the Center for Advanced 
Purchasing Studies at the NAPM and the Gemini Knowledge Capture Library. The best 
practice information compiled took many forms including VHS video, books, 
confidential materials from other organizations and first hand expert consultation from 
Phil and others in the Gemini Team. Curiously enough, the best or closest example of 
what our P E - N W  felt was appropriate for Sensormatic was one that came from the 
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Gemini library labeled "A major international chemical company's approach to sourcing 
teams" as shown in figure 3.3.0.1. 
A second work focus looked to capture the entire world-wide organizational 
picture of purchasing of which, a brown paper was built to capture this information in 
terms of number of people (Full Time Equivalents or FTE's) and titles and the existing IS 
support systems currently employed at each division. This was very helpful when 
everyone would get together and see the extent of the purchasing organization when 
looked at as a whole and to understand and get to know peers, etc. 
A third work focus launched looked at the classification of what it is the company 
buys in each business area. We utilized a simple commodity code plan that I personally 
developed earlier in the year but had yet to be fully implement prior to the Q3 initiative. 
Not only did we classify into common grouping what we bought as a world-wide 
business, we also included information relative to the supply base to understand who we 
were doing business with and how many dollars were involved in each commodity and 
supplier. This task turned out to be quite an undertalung in terms of data collection since 
may areas of the business used differing IS hardware and software. By downloading data 
from the various systems into a consolidated Excel spreadsheet we were able to begin to 
analyze the data from a global basis for the first time in company history. The overall net 
result of the data collection efforts was good for the materials the company purchased for 
resale ("direct" materials) and reflected that over five hundred different suppliers 
provided nearly $190 million dollars worth of materials as shown in figure 3.3.0.2. This 
number was believed to be far understated due to a known timing problem that caused an 
incomplete load of forecast data at the manufacturing plants. Data for the expense items 
purchased by the company to operate and consume went mostly uncaptured due to the 
fragmented systems combined with non-standard policies and procedures for handling 
In Another Major International Chemical Company, 33 Pilot 
Sourcing Teams and an Executive Sourcing Council ... 
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such purchase expense and in some cases, processing which completely circumvented 
purchasing all together. To help supplement this missing piece, we were able to capture 
the new 1997 fiscal year (July 1, 1996) budget that projected this type of spend to be 
around the two hundred million dollar range for the year and provided needed break 
down information by business site. 
The PE-NWT also went immediately to work defining a vision and mission 
statement for TPC so everyone in the stream could share a common vision of purchasing 
in the Q3 Sensormatic of the future. The vision model and mission statement (Chart 
3.3.0.3. & 3.3.0.4.) were worked over a period of time and included the input of many 
including President Vanourek. Operating models of the commodity team concept were 
also developed and a large brown paper mapping of the cross-functional, global 
commodity team (GCT) process (Chart 3.3.0.5.) was subsequently developed to integrate 
the overall work flow of a GCT in action incorporating the use of the SP-NWT's new 
partnership tool box. 
The high level vision model (Chart 3.3.0.3) defined TPC in three major 
organizational roles. One being of Supply Management where TPC would manage who 
the company does business with on a world-wide basis through partnerships and global, 
cross-functional commodity teams. The second role was named "buying mechanics" by 
the team which recognizes how Sensormatic would process delivery releases for materials 
at each business location and generally, would transact business on a global basis through 
systems like EDI, integrated supply and purchasing card programs. The third role 
recognizes the strategic management element of TPC where high level opportunity 
seeking takes place across markets, divisions and GCT's. It also realizes other high level 
strategic matters such as social impact issues (small business policy, recycling, etc.), 
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professional development of the people, supplier/professional rewards/recognition and 
overall corporate reporting and high level input to the business whole. 
The team came to agree that with the IS systems undergoing massive world-wide 
redesign, little could be done with buying mechanics except for expanding existing 
purchasing card programs and implementing an integrated supply system to cover non- 
core purchase activity. For the strategic element of the vision, the high level reporting 
and organizational issues behind the entire GCT concept, as it develops, would have to 
be worked later down the line with the subject too politically intense to handle and not 
needed until sometime after the GCT concept actually began implementation. Until then, 
Phil, Gary and I would oversee TPC as a part of the 43 initiative until it is ready for a 
hand-off in a more mature environment. As a result, we could make good progress in the 
supply management and some relatively easy buying mechanics pieces until TPC would 
evolve organizationally as a whole and the enterprise wide IS systems would develop by 
1998. This would allow work to progress with few integration issues for the time being 
while also serving-up maximum saving potential by gaining control of the supply base 
globally. A brown paper was also worked-up by the group to reflect the overall 
purchasing effectiveness workflow of the team as shown in Chart 3.3.0.6. 
A roles and responsibility chart (RACI) was worked around gaining an 
understanding of the difference between what a GCT would do and, what the individual 
buying mechanics roles would be at the site level in terms of responsibility and 
accountability. In short, the GCT role would be one of controlling the supply base size 
for a particular commodity, ranking the suppliers in the commodity, negotiating pricing 
and partnership agreements for the commodity. They would also work cost reduction 
opportunities, make versus buy, and quality issues related to the supply of the commodity 
no matter what it is; direct, indirect or a service. The individual business units of the 
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company world-wide would exclusively defer to the guidance of the GCT in its sourcing 
issues so that, the sites would transact the business (delivery releases, etc.) but, the 
cognizant GCT would control where the orders would go. The business units would have 
representation on the GCT's that they would have a stake in to ensure balance and 
sensitivity to the needs of the business and the business region where it resides. 
Considering the commodity data collection results, commodity groups were 
chosen for pilot implementation and some of the natural members of these first GCT's of 
the company. By mid-July, the vision and mission of TPC was completed along with 
operating processes mapped and models developed. These combined with a few key 
commodity groups and the best practice information on integrated supply, the PE-NWT 
was also ready for pilot. 
3.4. The Procurement Company "As-Is" & "To-Be" ESG Review 
With the NWT work efforts quickly approaching completion, as per the chartered 
timeline, the July ESG update would have to reflect the overall planned approach for 
purchasing effectiveness as one of the key milestones. Armed with the NWT work 
results, a fill presentation was developed and made to the ESG on July 17, 1996, by Gary 
and myself. Charts 3.4.0.1 - 3.4.0.8 reflect key pieces of the presentation not already 
presented in this paper that further helps depict the overall change we proposed. After 
extensive group discussion, the concepts and plans presented received ESG approval to 
move ahead with up to six pilot commodity teams. 
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3.5. The Procurement Company "To-Be" Pilot Kick-Off 
The entire purchasing effectiveness stream that had previously broke into the two 
NWT's (PE-NWT and SP-NWT), were reorganized back in the company's Deerfield 
Beach Conference Center on July 31, 1996, for two days of implementation discussions 
after the earlier ESG meeting of July. Included in the meetings were presentations from 
companies that Sensormatic had already close relations with such as American Express, 
Wallace Computer Services and Bruckner Supply company relative to integrated supply 
and purchasing card programs. A presentation was also given by Rohbe on supplier 
rating systems. A presentation and review of the entire NWT work effort were conducted 
to ensure that everyone had a full understanding and knowledge about the developed 
approaches. The team was pleased with the results of the two day conference some of 
which included; 
Stream-wide validation of the SP-NWT's generated Supplier Partnership Program 
and supporting Documentation 
Stream-wide validation of the Global Commodity Team (GCT) supply 
management operational roles and responsibilities. 
A plan for implementation of the pilot teams and the various functions and people 
to staff them on a part-time basis. 
Actual kick-off of the first two GCT's. 
An informal get-together of the stream after hours for stream bonding sponsored 
by Sensormatic. 
At the end of the purchasing stream conference, everyone went away pumped-up 
with a glowing "can do" type attitude. The group decided to continue to meet weekly as 
an entire stream (TPC) rather than the separate NWT's since the previous individual work 
tasks were complete. TPC weekly meetings were held in usual fashion via conference 
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call to incorporate remote locations with the purpose of continuing roll-out of the other 
pilot GCT's, to monitor GCT progress and to begin work on the "organizational" and 
"evergreen" piece to ensure a permanent and continuous change. 
The pilot GCT teams that ultimately launched and monitored by TPC began 
implementation activities such as collecting and validating precise data relative to the 
assigned commodity group. The specific pilot GCT teams were; 
Indirect Material 
Wire and Cable 
Freight & Transportation Logistics 
Plastics, Resins and Molding 
Metal Working and Castings 
Electronic Components 
The teams involved in the pilot phase focused on roughly half of the dollar spend 
at Sensormatic. Since no formal allocation of resources outside of Gary, Phil and I were 
made for the Stream effort, the pilot GCT's were comprised of leaders and members of 
TPC and others like those actually doing the buying, designing, and inspecting of the 
commodities at the various world-wide sites. This pulled-in additional resources that 
also helped the overall awareness and momentum of the effort. The newer members of 
TPC through the GCT's were also trained on meetings, decision making and other basic 
tools of the growing 43 culture. A separate work team was also started to begin 
implantation of the Rohbe supplier rating system for global tracking and reporting of 
supplier performance. 
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Chapter 4 Results 
4.1. Global Commodity Team Pilot 
Results of the pilot GCT's in the first two months (August and September) have 
been mixed due to the lack of any time for the teams to mature into any real performance 
posture. Apart from this however, the pilot has been very successful in moving the 
organization forward in its thinking and in cross-functional team management and global 
type concepts. Two of the teams were decided by the stream not to launch in the pilot 
phase due to the extremely limited formal resources of the project and conflicting 
priorities of the available informational resources. These were the two largest and most 
complex commodities in the direct materials area; Metalworking and Electronic 
Components. The remaining four commodities have made good progress in 
demonstrating the attributes of the GCT approach to all while also maintaining pilot 
coverage the three major types of business spend; Direct, Indirect and Services. In each 
of these areas, the following results were noted; 
4.2. Direct Material Pilot Results 
The pilot GCT's in the direct area worked well together as a team from the very 
start even though time resource allocations had not been formalized. Members of these 
new teams seemed to more than understand the idea and synergy of leveraging the 
company's knowledge and position as a well managed, singular and larger potential 
customer to the world supply markets. 
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4.2.1. Plastic Resins & Molding GCT 
The Plastic Resins and Molding team was lead by one of the company's corporate 
manufacturing engineers managed to report quick "early win" deliverables. The team 
worked closely with one of our outside molding suppliers to get them established 
Sensormatic volume pricing on plastic resins they were buying independently for 
Sensormatic molding work. Their higher cost resins were subsequently passed on to 
Sensormatic in the unit price of the parts they supplied. By getting Sensormatic pricing 
on their raw materials, the savings was passed on through to Sensormatic but, also, the 
molder would be able to increase their margins or pass savings on to other customers they 
had making a good win-win situation for Sensormatic and the molder. 
Other opportunities that surfaced quickly from the direct area was technical 
tooling knowledge and expertise. In one of the team's weekly meetings, the Ireland 
division was working on acquiring some expensive new tooling to replace and back-up 
some older tools that were worn. The Puerto Rico division already had the designs of the 
tooling that could be reproduced without having to re-learn the intricacies and nuances of 
the design and even had ideas on how to further optimize the design from their 
experience with the older tools that were transferred some time ago to Ireland. Instead of 
Ireland going off on its own to handle the tooling issue locally and without the benefit of 
prior learned experience, the new tool set could be built better, quicker, and less 
expensive due to the power of the group working together. 
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4.2.2. Wire & Cable GCT 
The Wire and Cable Team, was again, lead not by a purchasing professional but 
by one of our corporate quality assurance engineers. This team also forged new ground 
in an area fraught with cross-division competitiveness and political challenges. It seemed 
over the years that the industrial divisions of the company had their supply base for the 
commodity and the retail divisions had their own. Previous attempts to get the 
commodity together in the former environment had failed miserably. The reason we 
specifically chose the wire and cable commodity as a sure pilot specimen was because of 
this and the fact that every single division used it so, everyone would be exposed to the 
43 procurement stream GCT concept by this direct material. The wire and cable team 
pulled information and invited direct participation with the first communication to be 
launched through a special 43 European Ambassador channel that had been set up for all 
43 efforts. This European 43 ambassador channel reached into each and every country 
in Europe since most were operated as independent businesses. The learning went 
beyond the communication and political turf. By reaching objective ground, when all the 
inputs came together for validation of the commodity's "as-is" state, it appeared that 
generally, the same materials were sure enough being purchased in the various divisions. 
However, minor specification differences and in many cases, overkill in the specifications 
was the real barrier to harmonizing the requirements and consolidating the buys. In one 
type of cable, a four hundred thousand dollar reduction opportunity was identified by 
approving an alternate construction material for the wire insulation jackets on one 
particular common cable the company bought globally. 
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4.3. Indirect Materials Pilot Results 
In the indirect area, getting all the divisions together on the dozens of company 
offices world wide made obvious good sense. The methods, systems and partners 
however, had to be a good fit. The best practice studies for this area of purchasing also 
know as MRO (Maintenance, Repairs and Operating Supplies) provided good insight to 
the fact that if approached correctly, the mechanisms for transacting orders could come 
from the trading partners themselves. Sensormatic already had a purchasing card 
program in one of its divisions that had been running for two years. The team that was 
lead by me, involved heavy participation from each division, from corporate accounting 
and audit groups and the MIS organization. A paperless system for basic items such as 
office supplies, stationary and forms ordering would simply involve an employee 
recording their card number and checking a few boxes on a standardized ordering sheet 
that would get faxed to an 800 phone number. American Express would automatically 
check the employees authority levels, monthly spend and the supplier against a pre- 
arranged cardholder profile developed and blessed by Sensormatic. With all in order the 
supplies would arrive directly on the employees desk no matter where it is in the country, 
delivered by the supplier usually within 24 hours. American Express would pay the 
supplier and monthly, send an ED1 feed to post charges on Sensormatic's General Ledger. 
The employee and hisher boss would both get a detailed statement from American 
Express detailing the all the transactions made for the past month. Both purchasing and 
accounting would receive total, company wide activity information in a PC data base for 
auditing and review. 
For less common items, a supplier based system tied into the company's Wide 
Area Network (WAN) called Rapid Req, was developed in conjunction with the GCT and 
supply partner Bmckner Supply Company of New York. By double-clicking an icon on 
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their PC, company employees world-wide via Sensormatic Wide Area Network (WAN) 
would be able to requisition anything needed. Rapid Req, residing on the supplier's 
computer, would route the request based upon the users profile relative to authorization 
levels, etc. and quickly move the request electronically for immediate buy activity. 
Bruckner would place orders based upon their distributorship relations with more than 
3000 manufacturers to remove the master distributor from the supply channel and save on 
the typical 45% distributor margin. Certain purchase requests, as determined by the GCT 
and recorded on in a sheet known as buying ground rules, would be stripped-off from the 
Bmckner system after reaching authorization and print-out in a designated Sensormatic 
Purchasing Department for placement by Sensormatic purchasing personnel. An example 
is a very high priced, specialized high technology piece of equipment, hazardous 
materials, etc. This balancing of the ground rules becomes a management point for 
Sensormatic and its resources and competencies. American Express again pays Bruckner 
based upon the employee's unique sign-in and an associated unique card account number 
stored in the computer's background. American Express Statements and Rapid Req on- 
line inquiries provide the feedback and reviews needed for business control and 
management purposes. 
The team working as a whole met the barriers to this new, cutting-edge process 
possible where on a transaction to transaction basis, no purchasing, receiving or accounts 
payable intervention is required. Our consultants had never seen a design quite like ours 
and it actually made it into the Gemini knowledge capture base and was recefitly 
presented at a Gemini University Training Session on purchasing practice. Our final 
design is reflected in the process flows shown in Charts 4.3.0.1 & 4.3.0.2. The design, 
approval and initial implementation was completed in the an amazing two months with 
the initial implementation point launched the first week of October 1996. This was 
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accomplished with no company resource requirements apart from the GCT's participation 
and 20 programming hours from MIS for ED1 translations. 
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4.4. Freight Services Pilot Results 
As the youngest team in operation at this time, a significant amount of money is 
spent by the company in this service area and the team has set out to determine exactly 
what the amount is and what companies service Sensormatic world wide. Lead by the 
Corporate Traffic Specialist, the team was an excellent opportunity for this person to 
actualize something that had been worked on for years but, the environment had not been 
ready for change, improvement and global thinking until 43 and TPC came along. 
Demands on the freight team are high with a global customer base producing roughly half 
of the company's revenues in offshore markets and with the company's major 
manufacturing locations in Ireland, Puerto Rico and Boca Raton. This combined with 
heavy Far East OEM product inputs, the world wide freight numbers in terms of dollars 
and pounds are staggering. The GCT is comprised mostly of traffic coordinators from 
around the world which, never had the forum to communicate between one another 
outside of passing transactional information until the GCT formation. The GCT's open 
discussion and general eagerness to move ahead on standardizing carrier and logistics 
partners are more than encouraging. If nothing more was produced by the team's 
formation than improved communications, the effort would still be a considerable success 
in terms of moving the company forward and changing the culture for the better. 
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Chapter 4 Discussion & Conclusion 
5.1. ESG Review: FUN Commodity Global Roll-Out Requirements 
The global roll-out of TPC beyond the piloting four teams is currently pending the 
formalization of a supporting organizational structure. The successes, difficulties and 
frustrations from the pilot experience were shared with the ESG in a late September 
meeting and reflected in Charts 5.1.0.1 & 5.1.0.2. The challenges communicated largely 
focused on the lack of adequate and dedicated resources to move M e r  in the program. 
Encouraged by the progress and impact of the procurement stream effort to date, a green 
light to move beyond the pilot phase to full global implementation was given with two 
caveats. The first was to develop a total resource map to indicate resources needed to full 
implement TPC. The resource map would have to cover the number of FTE's required, 
the various skill sets needed and other supporting details such as job descriptions, etc. for 
implementation. The second requirement to move ahead was the time had finally come 
to pull into the stream the existing, senior procurement person of the company who was 
my boss prior to my 43 appointment. The Director of Corporate Procurement had 
always maintained a relatively low key but, certain presence during the development of 
TPC and the entire Procurement Stream work initiatives over the past six months. With 
the director on the team, the four of us worked the organization and team configuration 
issues. The resulting plan reflected roughly ten teams and a composite requirement of 
roughly 35 professional FTE's to manage the company's $400 million dollar expenditures. 
The company's world wide purchasing staff involves more than double this number 
however, the business continues to grow and full automated processing of orders (buying 
mechanics) would be sometime beyond 1998. As a result, staffing would have time to 
normalize without any dramatic measures required. 
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5.2. Eight Observations & Learning Points 
In the beginning of the Q3 initiative, the looming thought of the amount of change 
needed at the company was very unsettling and difficult to envision for everyone 
including me. At the verge of full global implementation of TPC today, it is very 
gratifying that the original team of Phil, Gary and I were able to move both the company 
and, the purchasing profession as a whole ahead in the world. 
5.2.1. Recognize the Strategic Value Of Procurement 
The shear fact that a multinational corporation even recognizes the strategic 
opportunities found in the green but, sometimes obscure fields of procurement and supply 
chain management are a recognized critical first step. Unfortunately, such recognition 
usually comes as a necessity rather than a proactive measure of profit enhancement. The 
bottom line is that it all ties back into competitive advantage for the organization when 
procurement and supply chain management is looked with a strategic eye. Andrew F. 
Icken, of Exxon USA said it well when he was recently quoted; 
"In this light, the competitive advantage will come to those 
who are first to execute supply chain management 
effectively. This really is one of those 'early bird gets the 
worm' situations for bu~iness."~' 
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5.2.2. The Need For Outside Help To Change 
Sensormatic is no different in this realization of survival need, and to the credit 
of its new president, allowing an honest and competent assessment from the outside was 
not only difficult to actualize politically I am sure but, certainly bold and brilliant on his 
part as a leader. Moving ahead with the change along with the benefit and guidance of 
highly trained (and paid), professional consultants and experts was not only wise, but 
critical to successfully changing the cultural environment of the company. Today, with 
the one yew mark quickly approaching and with the change truly making deep roots 
within the organization, the consultants are still very much needed to neutralize otherwise 
politically hostile areas. Otherwise, I am sure as one close to the action, that the 
environment today would revert back to its prior status in amazing speed without these 
neutral observers and guides. This realization of needing expert help from the outside 
and that no person or organization can pull this type of change off on their own marks the 
second conclusion factor of this project. 
5.2.3. Reach Out For Organizational Participation 
The third is one of participation to get the needed buy-in from those affected and 
the organization as a whole. Involve everyone! It is okay if some fall off the back and 
disappear because this must be their decision regarding involvement and participation in 
change. If you make the decision of involvement for others, you can expect plenty of 
resistance and dialog to accomplish the same amount of result if this is even possible. 
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5.2.4. Do Not Leave Training To Chance 
The forth point learned was that certain skills are needed by everyone to work in a 
group. It is better to go overboard than to not address this head-on. Even for those with 
prior training in school, etc., people need to know about such things as effective meeting 
skills, change management, decision making, problem solving and team building. Do not 
leave these to assumption. Just schedule it and do it as a normal course of bringing new 
people into the loop. 
5.2.5. Seek-out Best Practices 
The fifth learning point along the path is never start with a blank sheet of paper. 
Odds are that somebody, somewhere sometime before you had to do a similar task that 
you may face. This does not mean that you cannot be creative or that you cannot be 
innovative or different. It does mean that you should seek information and input from 
other sources and from various angles. Even if you do not use them directly, they many 
times can become good examples of what to do or, maybe even more importantly, what 
not to do. 
5.2.6. Cross-Functional Teams Diminish Barriers To Change 
The sixth concept is that cross-functional teams can be good at breaking barriers 
down and moving ahead quickly if they are not too big or too small, if they are truly 
empowered and, members clearly understand the objectives of the group. These teams 
can be global in nature and helps span the challenges of business operations around the 
world. They can offer central type results for both existing and unknown synergy as 
demonstrated by this procurement application. Overtime and in a mature environment, 
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these teams will become a center of expertise in their own right for the commodity that 
they are responsible. The business will look to the team for this expertise to help aid in 
strategy development, decision making and for the development of new products. 
5.2.7. Businesses Are Not Islands: Real Partnerships Are Needed 
The seventh concept is one found in partnerships. When approached with total 
openness and honesty, especially those around need and expectations, partnerships can be 
nurtured and developed to the mutual benefit of all. Distrust and unknown agendas will 
subsequently destroy partnerships. The management of the supplier base toward the right 
number and level of partnerships will reduce enable a major reduction in the count of 
total suppliers to the company. This strategic reduction will enable better control, better 
quality, improved interface systems (EDI, etc.), better business incentives and better 
control of the total cost of acquisition and ownership. 
5.2.8. Measuring Purchasing Effectiveness Goes Beyond Good Pricing 
The eighth and final point that I will mention that came up along the path to 
purchasing effectiveness is one of measurement. Purchasing has traditionally been 
measured using the singular test of price or for inventory, purchase price variance (PPV). 
These measures regarding purchasing effectiveness are nearly worthless as a stand alone 
gauge.28 It is like measuring a car based upon some singular measure like gas mileage, 
price, top speed or something else. To measure procurement, activity based costing 
(ABC) methods seem to do a better job at recognizing the cost drivers associated to 
meeting the supply needs of an ~rganization.~~ What is a great price if the business has 
ten years supply on hand? If this happened the business has less working capital in the 
bank and has to pay for a stocking location and a keeper of it. 
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The concept of measuring procurement based upon the total cost of acquisition and 
ownership is the most appropriate to gauge purchasing effectiveness. Not just what a 
widget cost but, what it is relative to the need (quality)? Can you get it when precisely 
needed (delivery lead time, inventory and cash management)? How was it ordered and 
paid for (Buying Mechanics or transactional cost)? How much overhead did it cost the 
company to manage its acquisition (procurement burden)? Indicators of effectiveness in 
this light include things beyond dollars and involve views on the shear supply base size 
and partnership make-up, design support and technology sharing for new products and 
many other innovative indicators that can help gauge Purchasing Effecti~eness.~' 
5.3. The Path Is Long And Never Ends 
The path to purchasing effectiveness has many markers along the way. The path 
begins with recognition by senior management of the strategic value of procurement and 
empowerment. Midway down the path team work and participation of organization 
whole is involved. If successful, the journey should never end. The frontier of 
partnership type business relationships and new, innovative ways to gauge success and 
effectiveness should and will always keep the organization striving for new heights. We 
must continue to define and develop new measures to constantly reflect the relation of 
purchasing/supply management to organizational pr~fitability.~' 
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